Purpose: Most radiation therapy optimization problems can be formulated as an unconstrained problem and solved efficiently by quasi-Newton methods such as the Limited-memory Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm. However, several next generation planning techniques such as total variation regularization-based optimization and MV+kV optimization, involve constrained or mixed-norm optimization, and cannot be solved by quasi-Newton methods. Using standard optimization algorithms on such problems often leads to prohibitively long optimization times and large memory requirements. This work investigates the use of a recently developed proximal operator graph solver (POGS) in solving such radiation therapy optimization problems. Methods: Radiation therapy inverse treatment planning was formulated as a graph form problem, and the proximal operators of POGS for quadratic optimization were derived. POGS was exploited for the first time to impose hard dose constraints along with soft constraints in the objective function. The solver was applied to several clinical treatment sites (TG119, liver, prostate, and head&neck), and the results were compared to the solutions obtained by other commercial and non-commercial optimizers. Results: For inverse planning optimization with nonnegativity box constraints on beamlet intensity, the speed of POGS can compete with that of LBFGSB in some situations. For constrained and mixed-norm optimization, POGS is about one or two orders of magnitude faster than the other solvers while requiring less computer memory. Conclusions:: POGS was used for solving inverse treatment planning problems involving constrained or mixed-norm formulation on several example sites. This approach was found to improve upon standard solvers in terms of computation speed and memory usage, and is capable of solving traditionally difficult problems, such as total variation regularization-based optimization and combined MV+kV optimization.
INTRODUCTION
Inverse treatment planning in radiation therapy is typically formulated as an optimization problem, in which all of the competing clinical objectives are viewed as soft constraints, which are preferred, but which need not be satisfied exactly. These soft constraints become terms in the objective function, and such an optimization problem can be solved using quasi-Newton methods such as the Limited-memory Broyden-FletcherGoldfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm, where the inverse Hessian matrix of second derivatives does not need to be evaluated directly. This significantly reduces total optimization time, and is needed when solving large scale radiation therapy problems such as Volumetric Modulated Arc Therapy (VMAT) or on-line adaptive radiation therapy (ART) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] in clinically useful times. Here it should be noted that the L-BFGS-B algorithm is a variant of handling simple box constraints on the variables to be optimized, 7 and it can be used to deal with the nonnegativity constraints on beamlet intensity.
Recently, new radiation therapy optimization techniques have been introduced that cannot be solved by quasi-Newton methods. Total variation regularization-based inverse planning 8 is a technique to reduce the complexity of the optimized fluence map for easier clinical implementation in terms of multileaf collimator sequencing. 9 It reduces the total number of segments while a satisfactory dose distribution is still achieved. It is a mixed ' 1 =' 2 norm optimization problem, where the objective function is nondifferentiable and convex. In, 10 a comprehensive VMAT planning was formulated as an optimization problem with an anisotropic total variation term to increase piecewise continuity in the fluence maps. Another type of inverse treatment planning optimization that requires the use of hard constraints is the combined MV+kV optimization approach. 11 Here the kV imaging beam is directly integrated into the treatment plan such that the kV radiation is considered for both therapeutic and imaging purposes. kV imager beam-on time should be proportional to the MV beam monitor units, which can be imposed as a hard constraint in optimization.
Total variation regularization-based optimization and combined MV+kV optimization can be formulated as optimization problems with hard constraints and solved by interior point methods. There are many variants of interior point methods. SeDuMi (self-dual-minimization) uses a variant of the primal-dual interior point method with centering-predictor-corrector, which can solve large scale optimization problems efficiently by exploiting sparsity. 12, 13 SDPT3 is an implementation of infeasible primal-dual path following algorithms, 14 ,15 using Mehrotra-type predictor-corrector variants with two types search directions of the HKM 16 and NT 17 directions. IPOPT, on the other hand, uses a filter approach within a line search algorithm, where every limit point of the sequence of iterates generated by the algorithm is feasible and at least one limit point is a stationary point. 18, 19 Matlab has a built-in quadratic optimization solver which includes a presolve step to simplify the problem by removing redundancies and simplifying constraints, and a predictor-corrector step to refines the approximation. 20, 21 Unfortunately, these methods are slow in solving inverse planning optimization with hard constraints and mixed-norm objective functions.
The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is an optimization algorithm with both benefits of dual decomposition and augmented Lagrangian methods, and it works efficently in large-scale distributed convex optimization. 22 A web-based cloud computing technique with ADMM was proposed to improve the speed of the total variation regularization-based inverse planning in. 23 ADMM was also investigated in radiation fluence map optimization with nonnegative fluence map constraint and hard dose constraints, where generated similar quality plans with slightly smaller objective function values when compared to interior-point methods. 24 The Chambolle-Pock algorithm is a first-order primal-dual algorithm that can deal with the non-smoothness of the total variation, 25 and was used to solve TV treatment planning problems. 10, 26 A related primal-dual splitting approach was presented for a class of graph form optimization problems, and it can handle general boundary conditions efficiently. 27 Recently, a graph projection splitting algorithm for the graph form problem was proposed based on ADMM. 28, 29 Two key components of the algorithm are proximal operators, and the projection of a point to a graph. The algorithm can converge to a modest accuracy solution very quickly. For a class of optimization with fully separable objective functions, the algorithm has been implemented as an open-source software package called proximal operator graph solver (POGS). In one example, Parikh et al. found that the inverse planning optimization problem, as formulated as a graph form convex problem with a linear objective function, was solved more than 100 times faster than a standard cone solver. A fast optimization method for station parameter optimized radiation therapy was developed where the POGS solver was used to speed up optimization. 30 Liu et al. investigated POGS in solving inverse planning problems with hard dose constraints, and the computation performance was compared with interior point methods. 31 Although adequate as an initial demonstration of the potential of POGS towards solving radiation therapy optimization problems, significant work is still required in several key areas such as solving the more clinically relevant quadratic objective function, use of proximal operators for quadratic objective functions with both underdose and overdose, and quantitative analysis of the accuracy of POGS solutions and computation speed for a variety of clinical test cases.
In this work we further develop the POGS method towards radiation therapy planning by solving both quadratic optimization with hard constraints and mixed-norm optimization, formulating the optimization problems in graph forms. The proximal operators are derived and POGS is exploited for the first time to impose hard constraints on variables along with soft constraints in the objective function without increasing memory usage and computation cost. To test the algorithm, a standardized patient plan library 32 was used and the plans solved using conventional objective functions, total variation regularization, and combined MV+kV optimization. The results were then compared with the solutions obtained by several well known quadratic optimization solvers, including LBFGSB, 7 IPOPT, 19, 32 Matlab built-in function quadprog,
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CVX (implementing SeDuMi and SDPT3) 34 and Mosek. 35 
METHODS AND MATERIALS
In this section, the recently developed graph projection splitting algorithm and the proximal operator graph solver (POGS) are first presented. The constrained and mixed-norm inverse planning are then briefly introduced. Finally, specific proximal operators are derived and POGS are applied for radiation therapy inverse planning.
2.A. Proximal operator graph solver
The graph form convex optimization problem 22, 28 is given by, minimize gðxÞ þ f ðyÞ subject to y ¼ Ax
where x 2 R n and y 2 R m are the variables to be optimized, and the functions f and g are convex, closed and proper. The problem is in a graph form since the variables (x,y) lie in the graph G ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 R nþm y ¼ Axg. The graph projection splitting algorithm for such an optimization problem is as follows,
where k is the iteration counter. The notation prox denotes a proximal operator 36, 37 defined by
with q > 0. The proximal operator finds a point trade off between minimizing h and being near to f, and the weight for this trade off is q. The algorithm (2) converges with any q > 0, and different q lead to different rates of convergence. In general, the commonly used proximal operators could be computed efficiently via closed-form expressions. 22 The function ðx; yÞ ¼ P A ð x; yÞ is the projection of the point ð x; yÞ onto the graph G, which is defined by
; subject to y ¼ Ax:
The projection can be computed by
The inequality constraint can be imposed on the algorithm by using an indicator function. See Appendix A. For residual based stopping criterion, 22, 28 define primal and dual residuals as
where
The iteration of the algorithm is terminated if
where e primal and e dual are tolerances for the primal and dual feasibility, which is determined based on accuracy requirement of the application.
When both f and g are fully separable, the above algorithm can be carried out by a Matlab package, proximal operator graph solver (POGS).
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A scalar-valued function hðxÞ : R n ! R is called fully separable if hðxÞ ¼ R n i¼1 h i ðx i Þ where h i : R ! R and x i is the i-th element of the vector x. It is then clear that the proximal operator for a fully separable h can be computed independently variable by variable in parallel, i.e.,
The computational complexity analysis of each step can be found in. 29 The cost of computing fully separable proximal operators is negligible compared to the computational cost of the projection operator P A . Define q = min(m,n) and p = max(m,n), where m and n are the row and column dimensions of A. When A is dense, and q is not too large, Cholesky decomposition can be used for the evaluation of P A , and by factorization caching, the cost of the first iteration is Oðpq 2 Þ flops, while each subsequent iteration costs O(pq) flops.
POGS is a relatively robust general purpose toolbox that achieves reliable practical performance. Several critical issues were addressed in, 29 such as adaptively adjusting the proximal parameter q in each iteration, the scaling of the variables, and over-relaxation.
2.B. Inverse planning of radiation therapy
Three radiation therapy inverse planning techniques are introduced, including conventional quadratic optimization, total variation regularization-based optimization, and combined MV+kV optimization. POGS for inverse planning with hard dose constraints is also considered.
2.B.1. Conventional quadratic optimization
The inverse planning optimization problem can be formulated as minimize hðyÞ subject to y ¼ Dx;
where x is a vector of bixel intensities, D is the dose matrix, y is the dose to the voxels, and u x is the upper bounds of beamlet intensity.
Typically, the objective function h(y) is written as a dose deviation quadratic function,
where The objective function can also be expressed as an underdose/overdose quadratic function,
Here the notation ðzÞ þ ¼ maxðz; 0Þ. The terms ðd s À y s Þ þ and ðy s À d s Þ þ specify underdose and overdose to the target, respectively. In some cases, penalizing underdosage of the target is more important, and reducing penalty to the overdoseage of the target could provide more freedom in satisfying other optimization objectives. Note that the term
The optimization problem (4) with h in (5) or (6) can be solved by the LBFGSB algorithm efficiently. It can be also solved with interior point quadratic programming solvers such as IPOPT, Matlab built-in function quadprog, CVX and Mosek. For underdose/overdose optimization (4) (6), an auxiliary vector should be introduced, since ðd s À y s Þ þ and ðy s À d s Þ þ cannot be handled directly by quadratic programming. For the underdosing on the target, one can introduce an auxiliary vector z s 2 R m s , such that d s À y s " z s ; 0 " z s ; and add the term z > z to the objective function. Similarly, a vectorẑ is introduced for overdosing,ẑ s " d s À y s ; 0 "ẑ s : Thus, the problem (4) with the objective function (6) can be expressed as
which is now in a form that can be solved by interior point quadratic programming. The conventional optimization problem (4) with h in (5) or (6) can also be formulated as the graph form (1), and solved by POGS since the objective function is fully separable. For easy reference, define the following convex sets,
For the problem (4) with the objective function (5), let
where I K is an indicator function (see Appendix A), and
Both g(x) and f(y) are fully separable, so their proximal operators can be evaluated independently as follows,
where the parameter q > 0. The last two equations are based on the proximal operator of a quadratic function hðzÞ ¼ For the problem (4) with the objective function (6), the algorithm is similar. One only need to change f s ðy s Þ in (9) as
And the corresponding proximal operator becomes
All other parts of the algorithm remain unchanged. Here it should be noted that the problem (4) (6) is solved by POGS without introducing auxiliary vectors as in (7) by interior point algorithms. See Appendix C for the derivation for the proximal operator (14).
2.B.2. Total variation regularization-based inverse planning
For total variation-based inverse planning, define an ' 1 norm gradient operator as
where x is beamlet intensity, and u and v are its row and column indices. The complexity of the fluence map can be evaluated as the summation of the gradients of all fields,
where G is an appropriate matrix with elements 0, 1 and -1.
Note that for an n dimensional vector x, ' 1 norm is defined as
where b is the weight, and h(y) can be as in (5) or in (6) . The objective function in such an optimization problem is nonlinear and not quadratic. To deal with the ' 1 norm by quadratic programming, an intermediate vector variable z is introduced and the problem is reformulated as a constrained optimization problem,
where 1 is an appropriate dimensional vector with all elements 1. The dimension of z is depended on the beam shape at each gantry angle, and it is about twice of the dimension of x. For total variation regularization-based optimization, the mixed ' 1 =' 2 norm objective function is fully separable, thus POGS can be applied. Let z = Gx. The objective function becomes
and the corresponding proximal operator is
The corresponding matrix A in (1) is
Note that POGS handles ' 1 norm in (15) directly without introducing additional variables as in (16) . Thus, POGS can be more computationally efficient.
2.B.3. Combined MV+kV optimization
The combined MV+kV optimization can be formulated as a general inverse planning problem with additional kV imager beam-on time constraints, 11 minimize hðyÞ subject to y ¼ Dx þ D I t; 0 " x " u x ; x " aHt; (17) where the variable t is a vector specifying the kV imager beam-on time at each gantry angle, and its element t i is proportional to the maximum beamlet intensity of the i-th gantry angle. The parameter a is the dose ratio of MV and kV beam. The objective function h(y) can be (5) or (6) . D I t is the kV dose to the voxels. H is a block diagonal matrix where the length of the i th vector 1 is equal to the number of beamlets at the i-th gantry angle. The problem is a constrained convex optimization problem, and can be solved by constrained programming solvers, but not the LBFGSB solver.
To solve the combined MV+kV optimization problem by POGS, an indicator function for the following set is introduced to impose the constraint x " aHt,
and define the objective function as
Both beamlet intensity x and kV beam-on time t are the variables to be optimized, and the corresponding matrix A in (1) is
The proximal operator of I H is given by
2.B.4. Inverse planning with hard dose constraints
Hard dose constraints can be implemented in POGS easily. Let's consider the conventional quadratic problem (4) with the objective function (6), and suppose a constraint
is imposed to improve PTV dose uniformity. Such a hard constraint can be imbedded to POGS by simply adding an identify function term to (13), i.e., 
which is closed to (14) . To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that imposes hard constraints along with soft constraints in the objective function. 
Hard dose constraints can also be added to the total variation regularization-based optimization and combined MV+kV optimization, and solved by POGS.
2.C. Data sets for inverse planning optimization
The efficiency of the graph projection splitting algorithm was demonstrated using the Common Optimization for Radiation Therapy (CORT) library 38 that includes TG119, prostate, liver, and head & neck cases. The CORT dataset includes the original Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) computed tomography (CT) scan and the DICOM structure file with the contours of tumor targets and OAR.
The gantry and couch angles in the liver, prostate and head & neck cases are selected as the same as those in the IMRT optimization examples of, 38 and the dose matrices are computed by using the toolbox MatRad. 39 The sizes of the optimization problems are given in Table I . The range of bixel intensities for all four clinical cases is set to 0 " x " 200. The quadratic underdose/overdose objective functions are used for optimization. MV and kV dose matrices are scaled based on monitor unit (MU). The MV dose matrix D is based on CT image in CORT and is scaled so that the absorbed dose of 0.85 cGy/MU is delivered at 100 cm source-to-axis distance (SAD) at 10 cm depth with the field size 10 cm 9 10 cm. The kV imager angle is 90 degrees less than the corresponding gantry angle, and the kV dose matrix D I is computed based on an inhouse developed pencil beam algorithm using Bortfeld et al. approach. 40 The kV dose code is written in the platform MatRad, which is an open source treatment planning system for radiation therapy written in Matlab. 39 A 125 kVp beam with field size 10 cm 9 10 cm delivers 11.5 cGy/minute at 5 cm depth. 41 Suppose that the kV imager tracks at 15 frames per second and 32 ms/frame, and the monitor chamber for MV beam reads 400 MU/minute. Then the kV imager delivers 11.591590.032/400 = 0.0138 cGy/MU at a point of 5 cm depth.
All optimizations were run on a desktop with CPU: Intel Core(TM) i7, 3.3 GHz; Installed RAM: 16 GB; MATLAB Version: R2015a; Operating System: Windows 7. All POGS, LBFGSB, IPOPT, Matlab toolbox, CVX and Mosek solvers were used in the Matlab platform. The latter five solvers were C compiled, while the POGS was implemented with Matlab script. The default parameters and setting of POGS was applied in the optimization.
RESULTS
All total variation regularization, combined MV+kV, and hard dose constraint treatment plans were solved by POGS, IPOPT, Matlab quadprog, CVX and Mosek. LBFGSB was limited to solving only conventional inverse planning optimization with box constraints of nonnegative beamlet intensity. The run time (unit: second) and optimal cost for each solver in each case was calculated. The run time is the time for optimization, and does not include the time requested to load data from the hard disk to memory.
3.A. Conventional quadratic optimization
Conventional underdose/overdose quadratic optimization was considered, i.e., the objective function is (6) with both nonzero w s and v s . This problem can be solved by all solvers since it is an unconstrained optimization. The run time and optimal cost for all solvers in each case are given in Table II. POGS was found to converge the fastest in the liver and prostate cases while LBFGSB was the fastest in the other two cases. Note that IPOPT was implemented by using OPTI toolbox, 32 where a specific OPTI Matlab class is defined to handle the interfacing between optimization problems and the desired solver before running optimization algorithm. Creating such a class usually takes a long time. For example, it took 836 s to create the OPTI class for IPOPT solver in the prostate case of Table II . Overall, Matlab built-in function quadprog is the fastest among IPOPT, Matlab built-in, CVX and Mosek solvers. And POGS is 14-76 times faster than the Matlab built-in solver.
In general, LBFGSB was the fastest in solving unconstrained optimization. For example, let us consider a conventional quadratic optimization with only penalizing the underdose to the target, i.e., w s 6 ¼ 0 and v s ¼ 0 in (6), and run the solvers again. The result is given in Table III , and LBFGSB was the fastest in all cases.
3.B. Total variation regularization-based optimization
For the total variation regularization-based inverse planning, h(y) in the objective function is selected to be underdose / overdose quadratic function as in (6) , and the weight is set to b = 0.5/a for all cases, where a is the row number of the matrix G. The results are given in Table IV . Here it was found that POGS was approximately 51-111 times faster than the Matlab built-in solver.
3.C. Combined MV+kV optimization
For combined MV+kV optimization, the case with the underdose/overdose quadratic function h(y) as in (6) was considered. LBFGSB cannot solve the combined MV+kV problem since it is constrained. POGS was approximately 11-27 times faster than Matlab built-in solver as shown in Table V . 
3.D. Inverse planning with hard dose constraints
The optimization parameters were selected to match those in Table II with the hard constraint that PTV dose is in the range of 95%À110% of prescription. The results are in Table VI , where the optimal cost is higher than the corresponding cost in Table II due to the additional hard constraints. POGS was about 28-75 times faster than the Matlab built-in solver.
The beamlet intensity, CT scan, fluence map and DVH curve of the liver case optimization are shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that total variation regularization-based optimization reduces the beamlet map complexity when DVH remains almost the same. Combined MV+kV optimization reduces the maximum beamlet intensity in each gantry angle. Optimization with hard constraints gives a solution that satisfies PTV dose constraint with an unnoticeable changing on the dose to OAR.
DISCUSSION
The use of optimization algorithms in treatment planning is likely to continue to play a major role as overall plan complexity continues to increase due to further incorporation of all tunable LINAC parameters (MLC, gantry, couch, and radiation beams) into the optimization process. Solving such large scale dose matrix problems in clinically useful times is therefore of vital importance it terms of improving clinical efficiency and, in the case of on-line adaptive RT processes, patient safety, as patients can move away from setup during long adaptive processes. Although, there has been significant developments in improving optimization time through hardware acceleration, such as modern multi-core CPUs 42 and graphics processing units, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] it is important that effective and efficient optimization algorithms are used. As shown in this work, the use of standard optimization algorithms on next generation planning techniques such as total variation regularization-based optimization, or MV+kV optimization, that involve constrained or mixed-norm optimization can lead to prohibitively long optimization times and large memory requirements. We have therefore investigated the use of POGS on solving these types problems for the first time.
Here it was found that POGS significantly reduced overall optimization time and required less memory. For the optimization with only box constraints, POGS was found to be faster than the LBFGSB solver in some cases. For constrained and mix-norm optimization, POGS was approximately 11-110 times faster than other solvers. For the large head and neck dose matrix, only POGS was able to obtain solutions for the total variation regularization-based optimization and combined MV+kV optimization problems, while other solvers ran out of memory. In terms of final objective function cost, the difference between POGS and those of other solvers was within 0.2%. As this was a preliminary study in the use of POGS for RT planning, it is likely that run time can be further reduced by several orders of magnitude through code refinement and other advanced techniques. For example, in the above clinical examples, POGS was implemented in MATLAB script, which is a high level language more suitable for prototyping rather than producing highly efficient machine code. Translating the code to C/C++, or another lower level language, will likely result in significant speed gains. Additionally, the algorithm (2) can be split and executed independently in parallel to further increase computation speed. Indeed, the POGS software package also provides a parallel algorithm implementation for a system with CUDA-capable GPU, 29 which can further speed up the algorithm.
POGS requires less memory in computation, for the head & neck case, only POGS obtained an optimal solution. POGS can also be used for constrained inverse planning with hard dose constraints in PTV and OAR with simple modification.
The conventional optimization problem with underdose/ overdose objective function as in (6) provides more options in the clinical application, and can be implemented by the POGS without introducing auxiliary variables, making it more efficient computationally. A couple of differences between the conventional optimization with dose deviation objective function as in (2) and the underdose/overdose optimization were observed. Although the underdose/overdose optimization certainly has less dose uniformity in PTV than that of the dose deviation optimization and might have a larger range of doses to the normal organ, several benefits were found in in the underdose/overdose optimization. The mean dose to normal tissue was reduced, and the percentage of the volume of PTV receiving the 100% prescription was increased.
As shown in Fig. 1 , for total variation regularization-based optimization, the beamlets with the maximum intensity in each angle tends to be close to each other, while for combined MV+kV optimization those beamlets have no such property.
CONCLUSION
Constrained optimization and mixed-norm optimization in inverse planning radiation therapy can be formulated as a graph form convex optimization problem. By exploiting the full separability in the objective functions of inverse planning, POGS was applied and investigated in four clinical cases. POGS can be exploited to deal with both hard constraints and soft constraints on the variables without increasing memory storage and computational cost. It was shown that the solver obtained clinically acceptable solutions with one to two orders of magnitude speed increase compared to other commercial and non-commercial solvers in constrained optimization. Additionally it was found that POGS required less memory in computation.
We also showed that the underdose/overdose quadratic optimization provides more options in the clinical application. Comparing with dose deviation optimization, underdose/overdose quadratic optimization provides more freedom to meet other clinical requirements, such as reducing the fluence map complexity in total variation regularizationbased optimization, and reducing beam-on time in combined MV+kV optimization. Such underdose/overdose optimization can be implemented by the POGS algorithm without increasing the computation complexity compared to the other quadratic solvers where auxiliary vectors should be introduced.
APPENDIX B A PRE-ITERATION MANIPULATION
Suppose that the number of normal tissue voxels involved in the objective function is much bigger than the number of beamlets, i.e., m o ) n, and the dose matrix involved in the objective function, i.e., 
The proximal operators can be evaluated accordingly. Note that the dimension of y in (B1) is much smaller than that in (8) when m o ) n. Thus, the above pre-iteration manipulation can accelerate the implementation of the algorithm.
